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Abstract
Let D be an acyclic digraph. The competition graph of D has the same set of vertices as D and an
edge between vertices u and v if and only if there is a vertex x in D such that (u, x) and (v, x) are
arcs of D. The competition number of a graph G, denoted by k(G), is the smallest number k such that
G together with k isolated vertices is the competition graph of an acyclic digraph. In this paper, we
show that the competition number of a graph having exactly one chordless cycle of length at least 4
is at most two. We also give a large family of such graphs whose competition numbers are less than
or equal to one.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Suppose D is an acyclic digraph (for all undeﬁned graph-theoretical terms, see [1] and
[15]). The competition graph G of D, denoted by C(D), has the same set of vertices as
D and an edge between vertices u and v if and only if there is a vertex x in D such that
(u, x) and (v, x) are arcs ofD. Roberts [14] observed that ifG is any graph,G together with
sufﬁciently many isolated vertices is the competition graph of an acyclic digraph. Then he
deﬁned the competition number k(G) of a graph G to be the smallest number k such that G
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together with k isolated vertices added is the competition graph of an acyclic digraph. We
shall use the notation Ir for the graph consisting of r vertices and no edges, and G ∪ Ir for
the graph consisting of the disjoint union of G and Ir .
The notion of competition graph was introduced by Cohen [3] as a means of determin-
ing the smallest dimension of ecological phase space. Since then, several variations have
been deﬁned and studied by many authors (see, for example, [2,6,9–11,16]). Besides an
application to ecology, the concept of competition graph can be applied to the study of
communication over noisy channel (see [14,17]) and to the problem of assigning channels
to radio or television transmitters (see [4,7,13]).
Roberts [14] observed that characterization of competition graphs is equivalent to the
computation of competition numbers. It does not seem to be easy in general to compute
k(G) for all graphsG, as Opsut [12] showed that the computation of the competition number
of a graph is an NP-complete problem (see [9,10] for graphs whose competition numbers
are known). It has been one of the important research problems in the study of competition
graphs to characterize a graph by its competition number.
We call a cycle of a graph G a chordless cycle of G if it is an induced subgraph of G.
A chordless cycle of length at least 4 of a graph is called a hole of the graph and a graph
without holes is called a chordal graph. Due to nice characterizations of chordal graphs,
many researchers start with the family of chordal graphs when they investigate certain
graph-theoretical problems. Roberts [14] showed that the competition number of a chordal
graph is at most one. Given a positive integer n4, the maximum competition number of a
graph with n vertices is achieved uniquely by the complete bipartite graphKn/2,n/2 (see
[8]), which has a lot of holes. These observations led us to ask: do graphs with more holes
have larger competition numbers? In order to answer this question, it is natural to study the
competition number of a connected graph with exactly one hole. In this paper, we show
that the competition number of a graph with exactly one hole is at most two. Then we try to
characterize graphs with exactly one hole having competition number one, and ﬁnd a large
class of such graphs.
Section 2 ﬁnds some properties of the graphs having exactly one hole which shall be
used in the rest of the paper. Section 3 shows that the competition number of a graph having
exactly one hole is at most two and gives a sufﬁcient condition under which a graph has
competition number less than or equal to one. Finally, Section 4 presents an open question.
2. Some properties of graphs with exactly one hole
In this section, we shall ﬁnd some properties of the graphs with exactly one hole which
will be used in the next section. The following two lemmas are well-known properties of
graphs with exactly one hole and we state them without proof:
Lemma 1. If a graph G has exactly one hole and v is a vertex adjacent to two non-adjacent
vertices of the hole, then v is adjacent to all the vertices of the hole.
Lemma 2. If a graph G has exactly one hole and X is the set of vertices adjacent to all the
vertices of the hole, then X is a clique.
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In the rest of this paper, unless it is stated otherwise, Gmeans a graph which has exactly
one hole C = v0v1 · · · vl−1v0 (l4) and X means either the clique of G whose vertices
are adjacent to all of v0, v1, . . . , vl−1 or the empty set if there are no such vertices. In
addition, all subscripts are reduced modulo l. We call a walk (resp. path)W a hole-avoiding
walk (resp. hole-avoiding path) if none of the internal vertices of W are on the hole or in
X. We note that if two vertices not in X ∪ V (C) are connected by a hole-avoiding walk
in G, then they are in the same component of G − X − V (C). In addition, if there is a
hole-avoiding walk from a vertex u to a vertex v, then there is a hole-avoiding path from
u to v.
Lemma 3. If vertex w is in V (G) − X − V (C) and there is a hole-avoiding path from
w to vi , then there is no hole-avoiding path from w to vj in G for any j satisfying
|i − j |2.
Proof. By contradiction. Suppose that there is a hole-avoiding path from w to vj for some
j satisfying |i− j |2.We may assume that i < j . Let P1 be a hole-avoiding path fromw to
vi and P2 a hole-avoiding path from w to vj . Then P−11 P2 is a hole-avoiding walk from vi
to vj . Thus there is a shortest hole-avoiding path P from vi to vj . Since |i − j |2 and C is
a hole, P has at least one internal vertex. Suppose some internal vertex x of P is not adjacent
to any of vi+1, vi+2, . . . , vj−1.We will reach a contradiction. Let y be the ﬁrst vertex on the
(x, vi)-section ofP−1 and z be the ﬁrst vertex of the (x, vj )-section of P that are adjacent
to some of vi, vi+1, . . . , vj . Let r be the largest and s be the smallest in {i, i + 1, . . . , j}
such that y is adjacent to vr and z is adjacent to vs . Let P ∗ be the (y, z)-section of P. If
rs, then vsvs−1 · · · vrP ∗vs is a hole and distinct from C, which is a contradiction. Thus
r > s. Suppose that r = s + 1. If y is not adjacent to vs and z is not adjacent to vs+1, then
vs+1P ∗vsvs+1 is a hole which is distinct fromC. If either y is adjacent to vs or z is adjacent to
vs+1, then vsP ∗vs or vs+1P ∗vs+1, respectively, is a hole and distinct from C. In both cases,
we have reached a contradiction and hence rs + 2. Let r∗ be the smallest number and s∗
be the largest number in {s, s+1, . . . , r} such that vr∗ is adjacent to y and vs∗ is adjacent to
z. By Lemma 1, r∗r − 1 and s∗s+ 1 and therefore r∗s∗. Now vs∗vs∗+1 · · · vr∗P ∗vs∗
is a hole and distinct from C, which is a contradiction. Hence, every internal vertex of P
is adjacent to at least one of vi+1, vi+2, …, vj−1. By Lemma 1, none of the internal ver-
tices of P is adjacent to any of V (C) − {vi, vi+1, . . . , vj } and therefore Pvj+1vj+2 · · · vi
is a hole and distinct from C. Thus, we reach a contradiction and this completes the
proof. 
Lemma 4. If there exists a vertex w in V (G)−X−V (C) that is connected to both vi and
vi+1 by a hole-avoiding path, then X ∪ {vi, vi+1} is a vertex cut. Moreover, w belongs to
a component of G− {vi, vi+1} −X different from the one including V (C)− {vi, vi+1}.
Proof. By Lemma 3, there is no hole-avoiding path from w to any vertex on the hole other
than vi , vi+1. That is, w cannot reach any vertex on the hole without passing through vi ,
vi+1, or vertices of X. Hence X ∪ {vi, vi+1} is a vertex cut and w belongs to a component
ofG− {vi, vi+1} −X that is different from the one that contains the remaining vertices of
the hole. 
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Now we present the following theorem:
Theorem 5. Suppose that a connected graph G has exactly one hole C, v0v1 . . . vl−1v0
(l4), and X is the set of the vertices adjacent to all vi . Then for each i, 0 i l − 1,
exactly one of the following is true:
1. {vi, vi+1} ∪X is a vertex cut of G.
2. (i) There is no vertex adjacent to both vi and vi+1 other than vertices in X, (ii) for
any vertex w in V (G)− V (C), there is a hole-avoiding path from w to some vertex in
V (C)− {vi, vi+1}, and (iii) if a vertex v in V (G)−X − V (C) is adjacent to vi (resp.
vi+1), then there is a hole-avoiding path from v to vi−1 (resp. vi+2).
Proof. Suppose that 1 does not hold. Then 2(i) immediately follows from Lemma 4. Now
suppose that there is a vertex w in V (G)− X − V (C) such that there is no hole-avoiding
path from w to any vertex in V (C) − {vi, vi+1}. Then w belongs to a component of G −
X − {vi, vi+1} which is different from the one that includes V (C)− {vi, vi+1}. Therefore,
X ∪ {vi, vi+1} is a vertex cut and it contradicts the supposition that 1 does not hold. Since
any vertex in X is adjacent to every vertex on C by the deﬁnition of X, 2(ii) follows. To
show 2(iii), take a vertex v ∈ V (G)− X − V (C) adjacent to vi . By Lemma 4, there is no
hole-avoiding path from v to vi+1. By Lemma 3, there is no hole-avoiding path from v to
vp for any p ∈ {0, . . . , l − 1} − {i, i − 1, i + 1}. In order for v, vi−1, vi−2, . . . , vi+2 to
be in one component of G − X − {vi, vi+1}, there should be a hole-avoiding path from v
to vi−1. We can apply a similar argument to show that if a vertex v in V (G)− X − V (C)
is adjacent to vi+1, then there is a hole-avoiding path from v to vi+2. Hence we have just
shown that if 1 does not hold, then 2(iii) holds.
Suppose that 1 holds. Then there are at least two components in G − X − {vi, vi+1}.
Let Y1 be the component that includes V (C)− {vi, vi+1} and Y2 another component. Then
there exists at least one vertex y in Y2. Certainly y is not on C and there is no hole-avoiding
path from y to V (C)−{vi, vi+1}. Thus 2(ii) is false. Hence 1 and 2 cannot hold at the same
time. 
LetG1 andG2 be twographs.The joinofG1 andG2, denoted byG1∨G2, is the graphwith
vertex set V (G1) ∪ V (G2) and edge set E(G1) ∪E(G2) ∪ {uv |u ∈ V (G1), v ∈ V (G2)}
(see Fig. 1).
Corollary 6. Suppose that a connected graph G has exactly one hole C, v0v1 · · · vl−1v0
(l4), and X is the set of the vertices adjacent to all vi . IfX ∪ {vi, vi+1} is not a vertex cut
for any 0 i l − 1, then G= C ∨K where K is the complete graph with vertex set X.
Proof. Suppose that there is a vertex w of G such that w is adjacent to vi for some i ∈
{0, 1, . . . , l − 1} and does not belong to X ∪ V (C). Since X ∪ {vi, vi+1} is not a vertex
cut, there is a hole-avoiding path from w to vi−1 by Theorem 5. Then, by Lemma 4,
X ∪ {vi−1, vi}is a vertex cut and this contradicts the hypothesis. Therefore, if a vertex is
adjacent to vi , then it is in X ∪ V (C). Thus the only vertices that are adjacent to a vertex
of V (C) are the vertices in X ∪ V (C). Now suppose that there is a vertex v such that v
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Fig. 1.G1 ∨G2 whereG1 is the hole v0v1v2v3v4v5v0 andG2 is the complete graph with four vertices x, y, z, w.
does not belong to X ∪ V (C) and v is adjacent to a vertex in X. Then, by Theorem 5, there
is a hole-avoiding path from v to a vertex in V (C), say vi and therefore there is a vertex
in V (G) − X − V (C) that is adjacent to vi . This contradicts the fact that no vertex other
than ones in X ∪ V (C) is adjacent to a vertex in V (C). Thus, no vertex other than vertices
in X ∪ V (C) is adjacent to a vertex in X. Hence we can conclude that G is the join of C
and K. 
3. The competition number of a graph with exactly one hole
Given a graphG, letD(G) be the collection of all theminimal digraphs among the acyclic
digraphs whose competition graph is G together with k(G) extra isolated vertices. Then it
can be easily checked that each digraph inD(G) has at least two vertices of indegree 0. For
a chordal graph G and one of its cliques K, we can show thatD(G) contains a digraph with
vertices of indegree 0 as many as the size of K. To do so, we need the following:
Lemma 7 (Dirac [5]). Every chordal graph G has a simplicial vertex. Moreover, if G is
not a complete graph, then it has at least two nonadjacent simplicial vertices.
Given a vertex v of a graph G, NG[v] will denote the closed neighborhood of v in G, the
set containing v and all vertices adjacent to v in G. In addition, in this paper, we will call a
clique of size 3 a triangle.
Lemma 8. If K is clique of a chordal graph G, then there exists an acyclic digraph D such
that C(D)=G ∪ I1, and the vertices of K have only outgoing arcs in D.
Proof. We induct on n= |V (G)|. If n= 1, then the theorem is trivially true. Now suppose
that the theorem holds for any graph with n − 1 vertices. Let G be a chordal graph with n
vertices. Nowwe take a cliqueK. IfK=G, then we deﬁne digraphD byV (D)=V (K)∪{a}
andA(D)={(v, a) | v ∈ V (K)}. IfK = G, then by Lemma 7 there exists a simplicial vertex
w that is not a vertex of K. ThenG−w is still a chordal graph and K is a clique ofG−w.
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By the induction hypothesis, there is an acyclic digraphD′ such thatC(D′)=(G−w)∪{a}
and the vertices of K have only outgoing arcs in D′. Now we construct digraph D from D′
as follows:
V (D)= V (D′) ∪ {w}
and
A(D)= A(D′) ∪ {(x,w) | (x, a) ∈ A(D′)}
− {(x, a) | (x, a) ∈ A(D′)} ∪ {(x, a) | x ∈ NG[w]}.
Then D is still acyclic and the vertices of K have indegree 0 in D. Since NG[w] is a clique,
C(D)=G ∪ {a}. 
Lemma 9. Suppose that G is a connected chordal graph with at least one triangle.We take
a vertex v of G. Then there is an acyclic digraph D such that C(D)=G ∪ I1 and at least
three vertices of G including v have only outgoing arcs in D.
Proof. We induct on n= |V (G)|. If n= 3, then G is a triangle and the lemma immediately
follows. Now we assume that the lemma is true for any graph with n−1 vertices, n4.We
take a graph G with n vertices. If v is a vertex of a triangle, then the lemma immediately
follows from Lemma 8. Now suppose that v is not a vertex of a triangle. Then v is either
a pendant vertex or a cut vertex of G since G is chordal. Then G − v is still chordal and
has at least one triangle. First consider the case where v is a pendant vertex. Let u be the
vertex adjacent to v. Then by the induction hypothesis, there is an acyclic digraph D′ such
that C(D′)= (G− v) ∪ {a}, where a is an extra isolated vertex and there are at least three
vertices of G − v including u of indegree 0. Let x and y be other two vertices of indegree
0. Now deﬁne D as follows:
V (D)= V (D′) ∪ {v}
and
A(D)= A(D′) ∪ {(u, y), (v, y)}.
Then it can be easily checked that D is still acyclic, C(D)=G ∪ {a}, and v, u, and x have
only outgoing arcs in D. Now consider the case where v is a cut vertex of G. Let G′ be a
component ofG− v which contains a triangle andG1 be the subgraph of G induced by the
vertices in {v} ∪V (G′). LetG2 be the subgraph induced by the vertices in V (G)−V (G′).
Then V (G1) ∩ V (G2) = {v} and E(G) = E(G1) ∪ E(G2). By the induction hypothesis,
there exists an acyclic digraphD1 such that C(D1)=G1 ∪ {b} where b is an extra isolated
vertex andD1 has at least three vertices ofG1 including v of indegree 0. Let w be a vertex
adjacent to v in G2. Since G2 is chordal, by Lemma 8, there is an acyclic digraph D2 such
that C(D2)=G2 ∪ {c}, where c is an extra isolated vertex, and v andw have only outgoing
arcs in D2. Now deﬁne D∗ as follows:
V (D∗)= V (G1) ∪ V (G2) ∪ {c}
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and
A(D∗)= A(D1) ∪ A(D2) ∪ {(x,w) | (x, b) ∈ A(D1)} − {(x, b) | (x, b) ∈ A(D1)}.
Then it is not difﬁcult to check that D∗ is acyclic, C(D∗) = G ∪ {c}, and D∗ has at least
three vertices of G including v of indegree 0. 
By using the results above and the ones obtained in Section 2, we can determine compe-
tition numbers of graphs having exactly one hole.
Proposition 10. Suppose that a connected graph G has exactly one hole C v0v1 · · · vl−1v0
(l4) and X is the set of the vertices adjacent to all vi . If {vi, vi+1} ∪X is not a vertex cut
of G for any i = 0, . . . , l − 1, then k(G)= 2.
Proof. By Corollary 6,G=C ∨K where K is the complete graph with vertex set X. Now
we construct a digraph D as follows:
V (D)= V (G) ∪ {a, b};
A(D)= {(v, a) | v ∈ {v0, v1} ∪X} ∪ {(v, b) | v ∈ {v0, vl−1} ∪X}
∪
l−3⋃
i=0
{(v, vi) | v ∈ {vi+1, vi+2} ∪X}.
It can be easily checked thatD is acyclic and the competition graph ofD isG∪{a, b}. There-
fore, k(G)2.We note that E(NG[v])2 for any v ∈ V (G)where E(H)means the edge
clique cover number for a graph H. Opsut [12] showed that k(G)  minv∈V (G) E(NG[v])
and therefore k(G)2. Thus the proposition follows. 
Theorem 11. If G has exactly one hole, then k(G)2.
Proof. Let v0v1 · · · vl−1v0, (l4) be the hole and X be the set of the vertices adjacent to
all vi . IfX∪{vi, vi+1} is not a vertex cut for any 0 i l−1, then k(G)2 by Proposition
10. Now suppose that X ∪ {vi, vi+1} is a vertex cut for some i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , l − 1}. Without
loss of generality, we may assume that i = 0. Let Q be the component ofG−X− {v0, v1}
which contains the vertices of the hole except v0 and v1. Then there is at least one more
component of G−X − {v0, v1} other than Q. Let G1 be the graph induced by the vertices
in V (G) − V (Q). Since G has exactly one hole, G1 is chordal. Then let G′ be the graph
induced by the vertices in {v0, v1} ∪ X ∪ V (Q). Now let G2 be the graph resulting from
deleting edge v0v1 fromG′. ThenG2 is chordal. For otherwise there is a hole C∗ of length
at least 4 inG2. Then edge v0v1must be a chord of C∗ in G and there must be a vertex v on
C∗ (but not on C) that is adjacent to both v0 and v1 in G. If V (C∗) = V (C) ∪ {v}, then it
is obvious that v /∈X. If V (C∗) = V (C) ∪ {v}, then there is a vertex v′ not on C such that
v0vv1v′v0 is the vertex sequence of C∗. Then v and v′ are non-adjacent in G, and so one
of v, v′ cannot be in X. In both cases, we have found a vertex in V (G)−X − V (C). Then
by Lemma 4, the vertex cannot belong to Q. However, it is a vertex on C∗ and so belongs
to {v0, v1} ∪X ∪ V (Q), which is a contradiction.
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Fig. 2. An illustration for Theorem 12: a graph satisfying the condition of Theorem 12.
Now we construct a digraph D whose competition graph is G together with two extra
isolated vertices as follows. SinceG2 is a chordal graph, its competition number is at most
one. Thus, there is an acyclic digraphD2 whose competition graph isG2∪{b}where b is an
extra isolated vertex. Lemma 2 implies thatX∪ {v0, v1} is a clique and, by Lemma 8, there
is an acyclic digraph such that C(D1)=G1∪{a}where a is an extra isolated vertex and the
vertices inX∪{v0, v1} have only outgoing arcs inD1. Nowwe construct a digraphD so that
V (D)=V (D1)∪V (D2) andA(D)=A(D1)∪A(D2). SinceV (D1)∩V (D2)=X∪{v0, v1},
E(G1)∪E(G2)=E(G), and X ∪ {v0, v1} has only outgoing arcs inD1, we can conclude
that D is acyclic and C(D)=G ∪ {a, b}. Hence k(G)2. 
The following theorem identiﬁes a large family of graphs with exactly one hole whose
competition number is one. An illustration for Theorem 12 is given in Fig. 2.
Theorem 12. Suppose that G is a graph with exactly one hole C. Let X be the set of all the
vertices that are adjacent to all the vertices on the hole. Suppose that there is a cut vertex
v on a triangle T such that the component of G− v containing the other two vertices of T
does not contain C−v. Then k(G)1 and the equality holds if and only if G does not have
an isolated vertex.
Proof. If v is not on the hole, then let Q be the component of G − v which contains the
hole. If v is on the hole thenG− v is chordal. In that case, letQ be the component ofG− v
that contains C − v. In either case, let G1 be the graph induced by v and the vertices of
Q, and G2 the graph induced by the vertices in V (G)− V (Q). Then clearly G2 is chordal
and, by the assumption, has triangle T. By Lemma 9, there is an acyclic digraph D2 such
that the competition graph ofD2 isG2 ∪ {a} where a is an extra isolated vertex andD2 has
at least three vertices including v of indegree 0. Let u and w be two vertices of indegree 0
other than v. By Theorem 11, there exists an acyclic digraph D1 whose competition graph
is G1 ∪ {b, c} where b and c are extra isolated vertices. Now we construct a digraph D as
follows:
V (D)= V (G) ∪ {a};
A(D)= A(D1) ∪ A(D2)
∪ {(x, u) | (x, b) ∈ A(D1)} − {(x, b) | (x, b) ∈ A(D1)}
∪ {(x,w) | (x, c) ∈ A(D1)} − {(x, c) | (x, c) ∈ A(D1)}.
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It is easy to check that D is acyclic and the competition graph of D is G together with a.
Hence k(G)1.
If G has no isolated vertices, then k(G)1 and therefore k(G)= 1. If G has an isolated
vertex z, then we can ﬁnd an acyclic digraphD′ whose competition graph is (G− z)∪ {a1}
as above. Then we replace a1 by z. Therefore, k(G)= 0. 
4. Closing remarks
Let F be the family of the graphs having exactly one hole. In this paper, we bounded
the competition numbers of the graphs inF. We showed that the competition number of
each graph inF is at most two and found a subfamily ofF that have competition numbers
at most one. It would be interesting to characterize the graphs inF that have competition
numbers at most one.
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